Abstract-Image database indexing is used to improve the efficiency of image retrieval in response to a query expressed as an example image. The query image is processed to extract information that is matched against similar information from images stored in a database to retrieve a set of matched images. The matching process is achieved by a search engine. This paper advances Robust Image Search Engine (RISE). RISE is based on a technique that facilitates content similarity based retrieval of images using an index built on color components of selected blocks of images. It uses a measure of distance between the query and the images in the database. RISE builds on the JPEG indexing algorithm, extending it to formats other than JPEG and into color spaces, in addition to using a relational database. We have implemented RISE as a browser-based search engine, deployed as a java servlet.
I. INTRODUCTION
The search of images in an accurate and fast manner, along with a high signal-to-noise ratio, has become even more challenging in this era of internet when millions of people are looking for various images at any time. Certainly, the need for efficient automated retrieval systems has dramatically increased in recent years due to the world wide web and multimedia technology. In current real world image databases, the prevalent retrieval techniques involve human supplied text annotations to describe image semantics.
The text annotation method to describe images has several drawbacks. The semantic complexity of an image can lead to different descriptions, resulting in content and/or language mismatches [1] . A content mismatch occurs when a seemingly insignificant object or characteristic may be omitted in annotation and, later, a user searches for that omitted information. Language mismatches may occur when different words are used to describe the same object. Another drawback is that many applications, such as weather forecasting or law enforcement, involve a significant number of similar images that would result in an unmanageable number of matches for a given query. The manual annotation method is severely limited as it is time intensive and thus impractical for large databases.
A human can easily discern objects in an image and may be able to assign semantic tokens to describe those objects. However, an object can be described by different tokens due to the richness of language and two different persons may use different words to describe the same object. Adding the context and background of each observer may increase the number of possible descriptions which makes it extremely hard to create tokens to satisfy each possible query. At the present time, the technology has not advanced to the point for a computer to discern an image, or to unambiguously describe its contents. This is due to the limitations of current image processing and object recognition techniques. However, we do have mathematical models that allow us to segment images and capture the distribution of colors and shades in an image in an automatic manner.
In this paper, we present the Robust Image Search Engine, or RISE. RISE is based on a technique to develop an index for an image database using a subset of JPEG coefficients in a compressed image [2] . It creates an average of color components of each 8 x 8 pixel blocks in a JPEG image, which is the same as the DC-coefficient of each block after applying discrete cosine transform (DCT). The DC coefficient for each color component is used to develop an index. The structure of the index is based on partitioning these color averages into a quad tree structure [3] .
In the next section, we present the problem background in detail and review the literature. In Section III, we present the basics of JPEG compression which provides the concepts behind computing color component average. In Section IV, we show the development of the quad tree corresponding to the color component average and the information to be retained at each node of the quad tree. In Section V, we illustrate the query process. Section VI describes the implementation status of RISE. We conclude by presenting a summary and future plans for RISE in Section VII.
II. BACKGROUND
In recent years, many content-based image retrieval (CBIR) methods have been developed to address the growing need for efficient image management systems. Generally, CBIR systems define methods for extracting characteristics from images, known as signatures, and employ rules to compare images using these signatures. In most of these systems, the user is expected to supply a query image or enter text to initiate a search for matching images. Generally, these systems return a number of images with the closest match to the query. Most CBIR systems can be broadly categorized into one of three areas: histogram-based, color layout-based, or region-based.
Some systems, such as QBIC [4] , Walrus [5] [6] .
The histogram-based systems may improve efficiency by using fewer bins than the number of colors. Here, many colors may get quantized into a single bin. The first problem is that similar colors that are near the division line may get quantized into different bins and for a given bin, the extreme colors may be quite different. Second, given a set of three color channels, perceptual sensitivity to variations within colors is not equal for all three channels [7] . However, histogram quantization may incorrectly use a uniform divisor for all three color channels. Finally, a query image may contain colors that are similar to the colors of a particular image in the index, but may result in a large distance if they are not close enough to fall into the same bins [6] .
B. Color Layout-Based Systems
Color layout-based systems extract signatures from images that are similar to low resolution copies of the images. An image is divided into a number of small blocks and the average color of each block is stored. Some systems, such as Walrus [5] , utilize significant wavelet coefficients instead of average values in order to capture sharp color variations within a block.
The traditional color layout systems are limited because of their intolerance of object translation and scaling. [5] . For each image in the index, a variable number of signatures (typically thousands) are computed and clustered. Each signature is computed on a square area of the image, with the size and location of each square varying according to prescribed parameters. The squares with similar signature are clustered in order to speed up the search during a query. While this system is tolerant of image translation and scaling, the computational complexity is dramatically increased.
C. Region-Based Systems
Region-based systems use local properties of regions as opposed to the use of global properties of the entire image. A fundamental stumbling block for these systems is that objects may cross across multiple regions, each of which inadequately identifies the object. Examples of region-based systems include QBIC [4] , SaFe [1] , Blobworld [8] , and SIMPLIcity [9] .
QBIC uses both local and global properties and incorporates both region-based and histogram properties. It identifies objects in images using semiautomatic outlining tools [4] . SaFe is a complex system that automatically extracts regions and allows queries based on specified arrangement of regions. It uses a color-set back-projection method to extract regions [1] . For each region, it stores characteristics such as color, shape, texture, and location. Then, it performs a separate search for each region in the query image. Blobworld is a region-based system that defines regions, or blobs, within an image using the Expectation-Maximization algorithm on vectors containing color and texture information for each pixel [8] . For each blob, it computes and stores the anisotropy, orientation, contrast, and two dominant colors. SIMPLIcity is a region-based system that partitions images into predetermined semantic classes prior to extracting the signature. It varies signature construction and distance formulations according to the semantic class. It uses the k-means algorithm and Haar wavelet to segment the image into regions [9] .
D. RISE
Despite their complexity, all the above systems miss relevant images in the database and may return a number of irrelevant images. An ideal system is one that provides high value for both precision and recall [10] . Precision is the ratio of the number of correct images retrieved to the total number of images in the retrieved set. Recall is the ratio of the number of correct images retrieved to the number of relevant images in the database. It is easy to see that a recall of 1 is achieved if we retrieve all the images in the database. However, that has an adverse effect on precision. Maximizing precision may adversely affect recall by omitting some relevant images. Precision and recall capture the subjective judgment of the user and may provide different values for different users of a system. RISE is based on using the average of color components ofof using average is that it can be applied to any image format. It is also more practical since we do not use the ACcomponents of the DCT-transformed image.
Each image in RISE is represented by a quad tree structure with leaf nodes that contain average color information. We compute statistics for each node in the quad tree and include those in the index along with the identification and location information. The quads at any level in the tree, starting from the root, are of the same size. All the quads at a given level in the tree are collected in a relational database table, with quads at different levels in separate relations. Just like the images in the database, a query image is partitioned into the quadtree structure and statistics in different nodes are compared against the statistics from the quads of same size from the index relations. The comparison is quantified as a distance measure that can be used to determine the similarity of the query to different images in the data base. Using a threshold, some of the images are ignored from further comparison yielding further improvements in retrieval efficiency. Finally, an adjustment of threshold yields the desired number of images that match the query.
The efficiency in RISE stems from three factors. First, we use elements as the leaves of a quad tree structure to allow extensive early pruning. Second, we use a relational database for storing information for faster data retrieval. Finally, RISE can handle any image format, and not limited to just JPEG. RISE accepts input images in RGB color space [7] and scales them to a dimension of 512 x 512 pixels before converting to L*a*b* color space for comparison in perceptual color space. Then, RISE divides the image into 8 x 8 blocks and computes the average of color components of each block. RISE uses an extremely efficient color layout method with region-based characteristics. The signature of the query image is based on its global characteristics; however, regional properties of the indexed images are searched. At the present time, it is tolerant of limited object translation, and has good tolerance for scaling.
III. AVERAGE OF COLOR COMPONENTS
RISE uses the ideas from JPEG, and hence, we briefly describe the JPEG standard in this section. The baseline JPEG compression standard is based on the discrete cosine transform (DCT). DCT is applied by level shifting each pixel in the image by subtracting 128 from its components. Then, the image is divided into 8 x 8 size blocks and DCT is applied to each block, yielding DCT coefficients for the block. These coefficients are quantized by weighting functions optimized for the human eye. The resulting coefficients are encoded using a Huffman variable word length algorithm to remove redundancies [11] .
The application of DCT an extra step to convert a given image to JPEG. For all color formats, RISE uses the average color for the 8 x 8 blocks in the image. The average color is used to build the quad tree data structure as described in the next section.
IV. QUAD TREE STRUCTURE REPRESENTATION
A quad tree is a data structure in which each internal node has up to four children. This data structure can be used to represent an image efficiently. A point region (PR) quad tree is a type of quad tree where each node must have exactly four children, or be a leaf with no children. The PR quad tree represents a collection of data points in two dimensions by recursively decomposing the region containing the data points into four equal quadrants, sub quadrants, and so on, until no leaf node contains more than a single point. For simplity, we consider PR quad tree as quad tree.
In the previous section, we showed the computation of the average color for each 8 x 8 block in an image. This effectively implies that the entire image is considered to be constructed of 8 x 8 pixel blocks. We consider the average value of 8 x 8 block to be the smallest addressable unit of the image, instead of each pixel. Here, we describe the construction of a quad tree structure using the information from each 8 x 8 block. The quad tree in our system is a full tree such that each node contains exactly four children or none (Figure 2) . Moreover, all _ vtR 0 l I 1 Fig. 2 . Quad tree the leaf nodes are at the same level in the tree, and represent the average value of the corresponding 8 x 8 block in the original uncompressed image. As explained earlier, to develop the quad tree, first we scale the given image to 512 x 512 pixel image. Thus, the length of each side of the new square image is a power of 2. A quad tree as in Figure 2 can be derived from the square block by recursively dividing each side by 2.
Each leaf node of the quad tree corresponds to a vector of average of color components of the block that has been computed from an 8 x 8 pixel block in the original image. In addition to the average of the color components, the node also retains the name of the image for identification purpose.
The non-leaf nodes contain information extracted from aggregates of 8 x 8 average color components. They are used to make similarity comparisons between images at a higher level than the individual blocks. Just like in leaf nodes, we retain the name of the image for identification purpose. Lastly, the nonleaf nodes also contain links to their four children, identified as upper-left child, upper-right child, lower-left child, and lowerright child. It may be noted that a leaf node uses the same structure as an internal node, assigning a null value to each of its four children. We start with the set of 8 x 8 average color components forming a x n square corresponding to an n x n image at the root. The set of coefficients is divided into four sets of X6 coefficients each. We continue to subdivide each set into four subsets recursively until we get a set containing only one 8 x 8 color component. At each node in the tree, we calculate the information in the node.
The nodes in the tree are at distinct levels corresponding to the size of the image. We save the nodes depending on their level in the tree in a table in Figure 1) . These images need to be ranked using the information in the lower nodes in the quad tree.
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While comparing lower nodes, we must keep track of the relative location of each sub-block at the node in the query as well as the database and must compare only the corresponding nodes. The index has been structured such that each index table in relational database contains the nodes at a given level within the quad tree. Traversing the quad tree corresponding to the query in level-order, each node is compared to the corresponding node in the image database, with the root node as the reference, and the evaluation of the comparison (the distance between query and reference for the sub block) is added to the previous evaluation. At any stage, if the summation of distances during the level-order traversal comparison is too large, the image is removed from further consideration. We can also limit the number of images that should be kept under consideration by keeping only the top ranked images in consideration.
The overall results of the query are summarized in a ranked list, sorted on the basis of Euclidean distance of images from query. The ranking in the list allows RISE to present the resulting images in decreasing order of relevance with respect to the query. In addition, we can also limit the number of images that are presented to the user.
VI. IMPLEMENTATION STATUS
The image database system described in this paper has been implemented as a java servlet on a Sun SPARC system and hosted on a Tomcat web server. We have used Oracle as the relational database for storing quad trees. The graphical user interface (GUI) to specify the query to search for images through RISE is presented in Figure 3 .
A quad tree is computed for each image and index information is stored in the database. The user may upload an image through any standard browser and query the image database. The output is displayed as a ranked list of images from the database. Currently, the output contains a list of images, their distance from the input image, and rank. The results from a query are displayed in Figure 4 .
RISE is designed to add images over time. The user has the option to add the image used for query into the database. RISE keeps track of queried images that do not already exist in the database. Later, a batch process loads the images into the database.
VII. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have presented RISE -an image database indexing system for efficient storage and retrieval of images in response to a query expressed as an image. RISE can be classified as an efficient CBIR system. The efficiency stems from indexing images using JPEG coefficient-based average of color components which can be applied to any given image format and using a quad tree for image signature. RISE also allows extensive early pruning during query so that images that are not promising for a query, are eliminated from consideration at an early stage.
RISE accepts most of the popular image formats by extracting the average of color components from the RGB raster data to build a quad tree. This tree is the image signature that is stored in the index. A query image is processed to produce a quad tree. The query tree and stored trees are compared in a level-order fashion, using Euclidean distance, pruning the images from further comparison if the distance exceeds a pre-specified threshold. The system has been implemented in object-oriented paradign with Java as a servelt running on a Tomcat web server hosted on a Sun workstation. The application makes extensive use of Java Advanced Imaging (JAI) interface to optimize image operations. The system stores information in an Oracle lOg database.
The efficiency of RISE results from indexing images and creating a quad tree that allows extensive early pruning. These concepts could be applied to other CBIR projects. 
